Climate Chain
Blockchain for Sustainability

Exploring Blockchain Technology
and Sustainability

Paris Agreement: the emissions gap

Source: UNFCCC
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Stocktaking in the Paris Agreement

Source:
I4CEI4CE

Kyoto vs Paris: the key differences

Paris ≠ Kyoto
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Source: World Bank

Paris Agreement: article 6
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INDCs in terms of CO2/capita path

Source: UNFCC/IEA
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Building trust for countries’ transition to a low-carbon economy
▪ Structuring a robust NDC framework that can attract capital market confidence and
investors is key for a large number of countries.
▪ It requires the implementation of a reliable MRV process that Blockchain can deliver as a
digital infrastructure that creates integrity and traceability.
GDP

Setting the standard to implement a carbon price signal

▪ The nature of Blockchain and its “monetary” characteristics make it a relevant
innovative instrument for the implementation of both pricing (i.e through taxation) and
exchange schemes.
▪ Once implemented at a national level, the MRV Blockchain framework can deliver an
efficient, reliable and scalable infrastructure to various mechanisms related to the
transition to a low carbon economy…
▪ …such as energy efficiency mechanisms, green traceability for energy and architecture
for circular economy schemes.

A wide diversity of experiments and/or implementations in the energy field

Source: WEC
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Building trust for countries’ transition to a low-carbon economy

A wide diversity of experiments and/or
implementations in the energy field
A wide diversity of experiments and/or
implementations in the energy field
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Building trust for countries’ transition to a low-carbon economy

What could be changed in the energy field

Source: PwC
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trust for
countries’
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for
electric
mobility

Source: Fortum
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Digital Innovation to serve the Paris Climate Agreement

▪

Less than 30% of global GHG emissions are tracked from a robust bottom up
process.
▪ Several institutional and political bottlenecks to the implementation of
carbon tracking and pricing.
▪ Market blindness to shift the financial flows towards low carbon priorities

▪

Blockchain + Collaborative Digital Technologies Provides an Integrated and
Scalable System for MRV / Transparency :
▪ Encompass accounting GHGs at multiple levels
▪ Linking carbon markets
▪ Supports flow of climate finance and accountability
▪ Extending to stackable SDG metrics and spectrum of co-benefits, e.g.
financial inclusion
▪ Supports interoperability of MRV systems

A consensus based approach delivering integrity

▪ The failure of mechanisms resulting from the Kyoto Protocol can be largely attributed to
institutional and technical factors, i.e. political permeability, a rigid framework, imbalance
of commitments, lack of a relevant framework for building a consensus.
▪ The strength of the Paris Accord relies in its voluntary approach based on consensus…
Which can also be seen as a weakness.

▪ Parties shall promote environmental integrity, transparency, accuracy, completeness,
comparability and consistency, and ensure the avoidance of double counting, in
accordance with guidance adopted by the Conference of the Parties serving as the
meeting of the Parties to this Agreement”. Article 13

The Paris Agreement and Blockchain Technology

Source: Climate Ledger Initiative
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Academic Applied Research Program
▪

2017 : Pilote on French carbon registry with Caisse des Dépôts
Blockchain pilot on the French carbon registry

•

Pilot experiment on the French national carbon registry for both EU-ETS and Kyoto frameworks

•

Functionalities developed with CDC registry team and I4CE

•

Developping an optimal digital infrastructure for sovereign carbon registries

•

Accessible technological framework to support reliable MRV tool and robust NDCs structure

•

Meet the objective of GHG emissions management at national or regional levels for countries with a fragile
institutional environment for achieving their commitment (i.e. Nationally Determined Contributions) under the
framework of the Paris Agreement.

•

Providing integrity to build trust and market confidence in order to attract global financial flows
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Cryptofinance : Inclusive Finance DNA :
▪

Few ICO’s are focusing on social value, so this presents potential for raising finance for SDGs goals.

▪

Inclusion is fundamentally about distribution vs concentration: therefore DLT makes fundamental sense

▪

The Blockchain community is experimenting several positive impact use cases

▪

Blockchain mainstream use cases also potentially have inclusion benefits

Insurance

Cryptofinance system at risk
Central Banks attack :
John Lewis (Bank of England) 7 deadly paradoxes of cryptocurrency :
- The congestion paradox: more transactions doesnot mean lowers average costs (7 trans per sec)
- The concentration paradox : 97% of bitcoin is estimated to be held by just 4% of addresses
- The mining paradox : competitive protocol leading to huge carbon footprint

IMF / Christine Lagarde pushes for an official central banks back up cryptocurrency:
- Pros of the blockchain
- Without the cons, ie guaranteed anonymity when making Bitcoin transactions
- Money laundering , tax evasion…
Cryptodiversity is a double heterodoxy
- Bitcoin is a rational response to the financial crisis
- Diveristy offers resilience to systemic risks

Impact Finance DNA :
▪

Additionality : most projects will not be funded otherwise

▪

Intentionality : endogenous to crowdfunding and Blockchain for good

▪

Most of the projects have no focus on sustainability but do provide financing to the “real economy”

▪

Impact Measurement : Finance is striving to demonstrate an impact : how 1 USD can translate into
certified positive impact that guarantees additionality ? The Proof of Impact is one of the most
difficult when it comes to mainstream finance

▪

The promises of cryptofinance is precisely the opposite : rather than being top down the
monetisation of impact is bottom up : it is the proof of impact that generates potential
monetisation: and the more robust is the proof, the more validated, the more consensual it is, the
more it translates into financial reward.

▪

Interesting parallel between ‘reward based crowdfunding models’ and the ideas around tokenizing
social value

▪

Few ICO’s are focusing on social value, so this presents potential for raising finance for SDGs goals.

▪

Inclusion is fundamentally about distribution vs concentration: therefore DLT makes fundamental sense

▪

The Blockchain community is experimenting several positive impact use cases

▪

Blockchain mainstream use cases also potentially have inclusion benefits

The Pixelation Theory : All Inclusive Finance DNA :
▪

Theory of a pixelated universe to a high degree of statistical significance adapted to finance

▪

Creating an holistic multidimensional blocks’ space where carbon and SDGs goals are one dimension.

▪

Superior ability to develop learning tools and AI solutions to enhance pixalated images.

▪

Paradigm change : moving from top down macro approach to bottom up… Bottom up mechanisms are
the most powerful for inclusion: the proof of impact that generates potential monetisation.

▪

IOT Blockchain meet Social Blockchain community for experimenting several positive impact use cases

▪

Blockchain and 3.0 economy going mainstream have infinite inclusion benefits

Pixelation at local level, ie buildings
▪

Incentivizing and promoting comprehensive data collection and analysis regarding sustainability
practises and usage

▪

Traceability and accountability: colour tokenization ie in supply chain, ie vs SDGs goals

▪

Gamification trends : ie elevator coins to incentivize elevator usage or internal climate coin to
foster energy and carbon efficiency

Empowering Open Data for developping “Blockchain of Territories”
▪

Integrating open data and the Internet of Things in DLT models for Smart Cities strategies

▪

Impact and Externalities tokenized getting the good coins paid out to them and thereby leading to
a society of individuals who act on a day-to-day basis in a way which supports sustainability

▪

Supporting the development of existing schemes suchs as “White and Green Certificates” and
also enabling new schemes.

▪

Blockchain tech to support the development of Social Impact Bonds.
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